
Money is not of any usage in the jungle…

The Nar Shaddaa was a large place, not only by its size, but also by its oversight at
everything else surrounding the city.

The red Shistavanen was impressed with Structures there, and local fauna hiding in an
urban jungle.
He already saw rats and hunted by six foot Rib-Cats which with their elegant movement
caught Aedile's eyes.
He made the decision to come back there later and try to catch a pair to help him hunt
Borcatu at his farm.
He noticed also the Gugverms walking alongside the Malakilis who came to look with
curiosity at the many guests showing up at the Pro Bowl event.
*Try to buy one of them* He mentally added to his list inside of the mind.

He wished to see any Vrblther but that would be almost impossible as that needed an
escape from the town to the lower parts - where Archian could not be able to overlook other
Arconas, especially from House Qel-Droma.
He was also curious about legendary Octopods - their anatomy and production of the ink. So
many species of the local urban fauna, and even more questions about them.

Deep in his thoughts he totally forgot about accompanying Scurrier, which with curiosity was
jumping around, and checking every corner for new smells and tastes.
It wasn't afraid to jump at seen rats, and to taunt Gugverms - which was visibly annoying for
Malakilis.
But it made one mistake, it jumped too close to the Rib-Cat which was consuming just one
small rat…
Feline reacted automatically and protected its food - it jumped at the also jumping Scurrier,
which scared off and ran through the open doors of the nearest building.

That caught Archian's attention and summoned him back to reality…
Without looking where he was going, Aedile entered the building.

Something failed at his eyes blinding him immediately when he crossed the doors, and his
sensitive ears exploded with the sound of the hornes. He wasn't prepared for the ambush
during the event, also wasn't able to reach for his weapons as bodies surrounded him, and
started to knock him around. It was too noisy compared to his jungle…

Finally he was able to open his eyes, and looked at the name in front of him through the
crowd "Welcome to the Big Wiggly Fantastic Casino".
*This is the last place I would like to come…* He thought, and tried to find where the Scurrier
ran away, then grab it and quickly exit the building, but…
Someone pushed a balloon at him, took his paw, and pulled more inside of the building - the
waiter. Other waiters were tossing him forward with both hands now, and before he could
react the holographic picture was taken - that crossed the line.



He tried to push through, but the bouncers stopped him, and held him at the spot, and
everyone else shouted that he won something - he didn't care, he only dreamed about the
calm jungle at that point.

At that moment Scurrier with mouth full of food started to pass by between bouncer legs, and
that was Archian's chance to run.
He swiftly ducked and pulled the bodyguard above his body and threw at the waiter and
crowd in front of him. Before anyone could stand back up, or take another picture Red pulled
his hood on the head, covering whole body with robes as well.
And before crossing the doors whistled to Scurrier, and pointed at the holocamera which had
his picture in its memory.

Scurrier happily jumped to the gadget and grabbed it with its mouth, covering it with the rest
of the food, and followed Aedile through the doors.
When they both crossed the doors Shistavanen grabbed the camera and hidden it within
robes, and after a moment slowed down and directed himself behind the building of the
casino to not make it easy to find him.
Like nothing happened before, he was making step by step and directed himself to the
nearest cantina for a drink.
He touched the camera.
*I will delete it later, and drop off at the Casino's steps, or give it to the reception later* Made
another mental note.
Yes. He definitely needed a strong drink.
Strong and calm drink - the same two words which the best would describe his jungle, and
he didn't need any prize to win for that.


